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To counter the Knorr threat, the company relaunched Maggi soups under the Maggi Rich brand in May  Maggi
Macaroni was made available in three flavours, Tomato, Chicken, and Masala. Most new food companies, as
well as the existing companies, are in the process of entering into the rural market. Yippee made its way into
the Indian market in the first decade of the s and gradually made a considerable presence. The range included
offerings such as Butter Chicken gravy and tomato sauce for pizzas. In , products from these two ventures
received lukewarm response from the market; sales were rather poor in the regions in which they were
aunched. Carlo M. A gm Maggi Macaroni pack was priced at Rs 11, while a gm noodles pack was available at
Rs 9. Nepal indefinitely banned Maggi over concerns about lead levels in the product. It is the data originated
by the researcher specifically to address the research problem. To lure back these customers and to explore
new product avenues, Nestl launched Maggi Macaroni in July  Though there was awareness, the knowledge
was inadequate. In they introduced Vegetable Atta Noodles in the market. In , Julius Maggi came up with a
formula to bring added taste to meals. Major players profiled in the world market include Acecook Vietnam
Co. The company could have easily positioned the product as a meal, either lunch or dinner. Maggi Cuppa
Mania Maggi cuppa mania was a mixture of above two variants. In order to stretch Maggis brand to include
Indian ethnic foods the company tied up with a Pune based cordial foods to launch pickles under the year 
Exposure of large amount of lead whether from food or any other source, can affect numerous body systems
including the central nervous system the kidneys and the immune system. Nestle planned to create a market
for packaged soup as it felt the category had a lot of potential. Soon after he was commissioned by the Swiss
Public Welfare Society, he came up with two instant pea soups and a bean soup - the first launch of the Maggi
brand of instant foods in - 


